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Hi!

My name is
Stuart the Swift Fox.
I am the Nature Kids mascot and I want to welcome you to Nature Heroes.
My friends, Gary the Grasshopper, Bella the Bat and Rene the Ram, and I will
be guiding you through all of the Nature Heroes activities. We are here to help
you become a Nature Hero – a steward of nature just like us – and receive your
official Nature Heroes certificate.

WHAT IS A NATURE HERO?
Being a Nature Hero means that you enjoy but also
help to protect and look after the environment around
you – it means you are a good steward. A great way
to help take care of nature is by learning as much
as you can about it and working every day to make
sure you are doing what is best for the planet. As you
work through the various Nature Heroes activities,
you will learn all about nature in Alberta, and how to
protect it and keep the planet happy and healthy. Most
importantly, your actions will help protect Alberta’s
environment and all its special animals and plants.

HOW DOES NATURE
HEROES WORK?
Nature Heroes encourages you to observe, investigate
and experience nature on your own time, and then
rewards you for the nature activities you participate
in. It encourages you to do as much as you can to be a
better naturalist and steward.
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Keep track of your activity completion on the
Tracking Sheet provided. Once you have finished
all the activities in the Nature Heroes booklet, send
your tracking sheet to the Nature Kids Program
Coordinator. Now you have become an official Nature
Hero just like Stuart and will be awarded your Nature
Heroes certificate.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
FOR PARENTS AND GUARDIANS
What is Nature Kids?
Nature Kids, a program of Nature Alberta, provides
nature-oriented learning opportunities for families
with children ages 4-12. It was created to encourage
children, parents, and guardians to explore,
understand and learn about the natural world in a
fun way. Adults are encouraged to participate in
each activity and help the young Nature Heroes keep
track of their progress. Feel free to contact us at
naturekids@naturealberta.ca if you have any questions
or comments.
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“

As you work through the various
Nature Heroes activities you
will learn all about nature in
Alberta and how to protect it
and keep the planet happy and
healthy.

”

How old should children be to participate
in Nature Heroes?

Is there a time limit for completing
the projects?

Nature Heroes has been designed to be used by
kids aged 4-12. The activities start off more simple
and are a more basic introduction to nature. As young
Nature Heroes complete the activities, subsequent
activities become more in-depth and help them
become much more familiar with nature by the end of
the program.

No. Kids should work at the speed that is right for
them. You do not have to do the activities in the order
presented or finish one before starting on another.

How do I get my kids started in Nature
Heroes?
Nature Kids suggests letting your children look
through the list of activities and finding the ones they
like the most, and start with those.

Where do I get the materials needed
for the activities?

I have questions about Nature Kids
and Nature Heroes. Who can I contact?
You can contact the Nature Kids Program
Coordinator at:
Phone: (780) 427-8124
Email: naturekids@naturealberta.ca
Mail:
3rd Floor, Percy Page Centre
11759 Groat Road
Edmonton, Alberta
T5M 3K6

We have included activities that you can do with your
children using materials that you should have on hand
in your home. We do not ask or require you to spend
a lot of money to buy supplies. Please feel free to
substitute other items for the ones listed.
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“

Today there are small numbers of swift
foxes that live in the wild in Southern
Alberta and Saskatchewan. With only
650 swift foxes in Canada we need
to work together to try and make sure
that they don’t completely disappear
like they did in the 1930s.

”

LEARN ABOUT SWIFT FOXES
Swift foxes are small and slender. They are lighter
coloured than red foxes and have a black tip on their
bushy tails. They are fast little foxes that can run up
to 60 km/h which is why they are called swift foxes.
Foxes live in dens where they are protected from
predators. Most foxes will only use their dens when
they have babies but swift foxes live in their dens all
year round.
They are nocturnal animals, which means they do
most of their hunting and activity at night, and spend
the day sleeping in their dens. Swift foxes find a mate
(partner) when they are quite young and they will stay
with that mate for their entire life. They have 2-5 kits
(babies) once a year. The babies are taken care of by
their mom and dad until they are about 7 weeks old,
then the babies go out on their own. http://www.hww.
ca/en/wildlife/mammals/swift-fox.html
In the early 1900s, swift foxes could be found all over
the southern Canadian prairies. Their numbers started
to decline when their grassland habitat was being
changed and used for farmland. All the swift foxes in
Canada disappeared by the 1930s. Since then, there
have been many programs put into place to help bring
wild swift foxes back to Canada.

There are a few things we
can do to help the swift
foxes like Stuart:
• Learn everything you can
about the swift fox by doing
research on the Internet and
finding programs that help
support them.
• Encourage farmers and people who own land to
keep areas where swift foxes live undisturbed.
• Tell landowners what you know about swift foxes
and ask them to use the kinds of pesticides that
won’t harm swift foxes.

Here’s where you can learn more about
swift foxes:
• http://www.worldwildlife.org/species/swift-fox
• https://wildlifepreservation.ca/swift-fox/
• http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/what-wedo/resource-centre/featured-species/mammals/
swift_fox.html

Today there are small numbers of swift foxes that live
in the wild in Southern Alberta and Saskatchewan.
With only 650 swift foxes in Canada we need to
work together to try and make sure that they don’t
completely disappear like they did in the 1930s.
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Hi!

I’m Gary the
Grasshopper!
NATURE HEROES ACTIVITIES
My name is Gary the Grasshopper and I am here to help guide you through
the Nature Heroes activities. Follow me and my friends as you work through all
of these fun and interesting activities.

LEARN ABOUT GRASSHOPPERS
Grasshoppers like Gary are insects and have three
body parts: head, abdomen and thorax. These insects
hatch from eggs as little hoppers and will go through
a few different stages before becoming large, adult
grasshoppers. They are very impressive jumpers! They
can jump up to 20 times the length of their own body.
They are able to do this because of their long back legs.
Grasshoppers also make sounds. Different kinds of
grasshoppers have different ways of making these
sounds. Some grasshoppers rub their legs together
while others will rub their wings together as they fly.
Grasshoppers are interesting insects because they
have five eyes instead of two like we do. They have
two compound eyes (these eyes have many image
receivers) and three simple eyes (that can detect dark
and light). They have long antennae that are used for
touch and smell.
Grasshoppers are very good at hiding from animals
that like to eat them. They are great at camouflaging
either through the colour of their bodies (which often
match where they live) or they even sometimes look
just like leaves which help to trick predators.
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Grasshoppers are found all over the world (except
for places that are very cold like Antarctica or the
Arctic) and they live mostly in fields and in meadows.
Grasshoppers can be found in the same type of habitat
(such as grasslands) as Swift foxes.
Grasslands are important areas to protect because
many different species rely on these places to live.
We also must protect grasslands because they are
disappearing more and more due to the areas being
good for farming and other uses. This means that
the animals that live there are slowly running out of
places to live. Many endangered species such as swift
foxes, pronghorn antelopes, burrowing owls, greater
short-horned lizards, and ferruginous hawks live in
grasslands. In order to help Gary and the other animals
of the grasslands, you can read more about them at
these following websites:
• http://www.worldwildlife.org/habitats/grasslands
• http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/pn-np/sk/grasslands/
natcul/natcul3.aspx
• http://www.hww.ca/assets/pdfs/factsheets/
grasslands-factsheet-pdf.pdf

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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ACT I V I T Y 1

Feed the Birds
While it is not necessary to feed birds, it does not hurt to help them out and
it can be fun to watch them at your bird feeder.
If the birds cannot find enough food themselves, then we should know how and
what to feed them. Sometimes humans do certain things that may make it hard
for birds to find food such as:
• When we build our homes and plant our crops, we
often remove trees that provide birds with food and
shelter.
• When we make our gardens, sometimes we remove
the plants that many birds use as food.

Birds can fly into windows. So, bird feeders should be
placed either less than one metre away from a window
or more than 10 metres from your house. This will
reduce the risks of birds striking the glass when they
come to the feeder.

• Inappropriate use of all-terrain vehicles and
snowmobiles can damage plants that birds use
for food and shelter.
• When we put pesticides and herbicides (which
are poisons that are used to kill certain plants and
insects that some people don’t want in their gardens
or lawns) on our lawns and gardens, we are often
poisoning the birds.

For this activity, we have included two
different Popsicle stick bird feeders that
you can choose to build. The first one is a
little more complex and the second one is
a little simpler to make.

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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ACT I V I T Y 1

bird feeder no. 1
YOU WILL NEED:

Approximately 25 Popsicle sticks

Screen material

String

Staple gun

Scrap pieces of wood

Sharpie marker

Wood glue

Scissors

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

You will need the assistance of an adult to make this bird feeder. Ask your adult assistant to
help you make the rectangle for the seat and the rectangle for the backrest of the bird feeder.

2. In order to do this, you will need four pieces of wood that are a little longer (14cm x 1cm x 1cm)
and four pieces that are a little bit shorter (7cm x 1cm x 1cm).
3. Take your wood glue, make two rectangles (glue two long pieces and two short pieces of
wood together to make a rectangle).
4. Let those pieces dry.
5. Take your screen and place one of the rectangles you made on top of it and trace the rectangle.
Staple the screen onto the bottom of the rectangle. Cut the extra if it is a bit too big.
6. Take the other rectangle that you made and glue Popsicle sticks vertically across the rectangle (so
it looks like the back of a porch swing). You may need to cut the Popsicle sticks if they are too long
for your rectangle. Take two Popsicle sticks and glue one on each side of the back rest part to hide
the wood rectangle. Cut them if they are too long.
7.

Then put some glue on the bottom of the rectangle with Popsicle sticks on it and glue it to the seat
part of the porch swing (so that it now looks like a mini porch swing).

8. Let this dry.
9. Once it is dry, you can make arm rests for your porch swing. Each arm rest is made up of three
Popsicle sticks.
10. Now you can staple string to your porch swing, find a place to hang it and fill it with bird seed! (If
you are going to hang the bird feeder where it may get wet, you should apply some water proofing
spray to the swing).
Activity adapted from http://www.instructables.com/id/Make-a-Swing-Bench-Bird-Feeder/?ALLSTEPS
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ACT I V I T Y 1

bird feeder no. 2
YOU WILL NEED

About 40 Popsicle sticks

Glue

Markers or paint

String or yarn

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

To begin, you will need to colour or paint all of your Popsicle sticks. If you don’t want to colour
them yourself, you can buy ones that are already different colours.

2. Once your coloured Popsicle sticks are dry, you will start by making a base for your feeder.
Glue 11 Popsicle sticks together side by side. You will be putting glue on the long part of each
Popsicle stick.
3. Once you have finished that, glue two Popsicle sticks underneath the base lengthwise, one along
the top and another along the bottom of the Popsicle sticks (see photo).
4. Then you will take four Popsicle sticks and build a square.
5. Glue that square on top of the base and continue to create squares with four Popsicle sticks, gluing
them on top of each other until you have run out of sticks (see photo).
6. You will then need to tie a string or yarn onto your bird feeder and find a place to hang it. Fill your
bird feeder full of seed and watch your new friends come to visit!
Activity adapted from https://thewhoot.com/whoot-news/crafty-corner/popsicle-bird-feeder

Question 1:
Where did you
hang your bird
feeder?

Question 2: If a bird
feeder is placed near
a window, how many
metres should it be
placed from that
window?

Image credit Kim Corrigan-Oliver https://thewhoot.com/whoot-news/
crafty-corner/popsicle-bird-feeder
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ACT I V I T Y 2

Now that you have made a bird feeder
and have filled it with delicious seeds, it
is time to observe what types of birds will
come visit.

Observe Your
Bird Feeder
We have included a Bird Identification Card for the birds you
will commonly find in your backyard. For this activity, we ask
that you identify five birds that visit your feeder.
If you see two birds that are obviously “going
together”, one brightly coloured, the other less
bright, they are probably the male and female.
When watching birds, please use the ethics that
experienced birders use, including:
• Look from a distance and do not interrupt what
the birds are doing (usually eating or courting).
• Try to stand still while watching the birds.
• Do not interfere with nesting birds.
• If you want to view from a yard that is not yours,
please get permission from the owner before
entering.
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If you would like to take your bird observing skills
further than just your own backyard, Nature
Alberta has a program called Birds and Biodiversity
which includes working with the Important Bird
and Biodiversity Areas (IBAs) in Alberta. IBAs are
found worldwide and these areas are designated as
important for birds and biodiversity based on certain
criteria.
We think it would be wonderful if you visited a few of
these IBAs to observe more birds! If you decide to go
bird watching in an IBA, remember to keep track of
what you see in this area as well.

Do not be discouraged if several unknown birds
come to your feeder. It takes practice and experience
to sort them out.

For more information about IBAs and a the map of
areas near you, visit IBA Canada at http://www.
ibacanada.com. You can also contact Nature Alberta’s
Birds and Biodiversity birds@naturealberta.ca to learn
more.

The Bird Identification Card is only a partial list of
what might come to your feeder or what you might
see flying nearby.

You can also learn more from the Important Bird and
Biodiveristy Areas: A Nature Alberta Checklist available
at at https://naturealberta.ca/guides-checklists/.

NATURE HEROES
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ACT I V I T Y 2

bird identification card
INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Wait until the bird feeder is being used and then start your observations.

2. Count how many different kinds of birds come to the feeder.
3. Fill in the table below when you see birds that you can identify.

DATE

TIME

Question 1: How
many birds can you
identify on your own,
without using your
Bird Identification
Card?

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/

WHAT I SAW

Question 2: What
is the most common
bird you saw at your
feeder?
NATURE HEROES
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ACT I V I T Y 3

Bug Hunt
Insects can be found almost everywhere in the world. They can be found under
water, in the soil, on top of the mountains – just about anywhere that you can
imagine. We have included an Insect Identification Card to help you explore the
insects in your backyard or community.
There are several characteristics that are true of all
insects. Insects have:
• Three body parts called the head, the thorax and
the abdomen.
• Six legs that are jointed.
• Antennae of some sort, but sometimes these are
very hard to see.
• Compound eyes (each eye is made of hundreds
of smaller eyes).

Insects make up over
three quarters of all the
earth’s animals, and there
are lots more still waiting
to be discovered!
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ACT I V I T Y 3

bug hunt
YOU WILL NEED:

A magnifying glass

Shallow container

Paper

Insect Identification Card

Pencil

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Choose an area (habitat) – such as a garden, park, lakeside or woodland.

2. Find five different insects in the habitat.
3. Watch them or scoop them into your container to observe them with your magnifying glass.
4. Use your Insect Identification Card to write down the five different
insects that you saw in the table below.
5. Describe the habitat you found it in. Is it wet or dry? Dark or light?
Hidden or open?
6. Make sure to put the insect back nicely where you found them.
DATE

TIME

Question 1:
What was the most
common insect you
found on your bug
hunt?

WHAT I SAW

Question 2: What
characteristics
do insects have
in common?

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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Hi!

I’m Bella the Bat!
NATURE HEROES ACTIVITIES
My name is Bella the Bat and I am here to help guide you through
the Nature Heroes activities. Follow me and my friends as you work through all
of these fun and interesting activities.

LEARN ABOUT BELLA THE BAT
Bats are the only mammals that can fly. They are found
all over the world except for the northern most and
southern most tips of the earth (Arctic and Antarctic).
There are over 1200 types of bats found worldwide.
There are nine species of bats that live in Alberta: Big
Brown Bat, Eastern Red Bat, Hoary Bat, Little Brown
Bat, Long-eared Bat, Long-legged Bat, and Northern
Bat.
Most bats eat insects while others like to eat fruit or
nectar from flowers. Bats are nocturnal and in order
to find their way around, they make sounds and then
listen for the echo which helps them fly and find their
prey. Humans cannot hear these sounds, only the bats
themselves can hear and understand them.
Bats are important for our environment because they
serve as pollinators and they also distribute seeds
through the fruit that they eat which ensures that
plants keep growing. Because they eat insects, this
helps with pest control for farmers. Bats like Bella can
eat up to 1000 mosquitoes in one hour!

They sleep for most of the day and hunt insects
at night. They play such an important role in our
environment so it is important for us to watch out for
our bat friends.
One thing that kills many bats is a disease called
white-nose syndrome. This disease is caused by a
fungus that grows on the ears, wings and noses of bats
and once the bat has this disease, it kills 90-100% of
them. This disease has not reached Alberta yet but it
is important to be informed so that we can help stop it
from killing our bats.
To help out Bella and her bat family, you can check out
these websites to learn more about bats and whitenose syndrome:
• http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/
article/bat/
• http://www.batcon.org/
• https://www.whitenosesyndrome.org/

Many people are afraid of bats but there is really no
reason to be because they are more scared of humans
than we are of them and they are quiet, gentle animals.
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Insects like moths
are our friends. Always
remember to treat
them with great care.

ACT I V I T Y 4

Host a Moth Ball
This activity can be done almost anywhere at night. We suggest that you
do this after a late afternoon picnic or while on a camping trip.
YOU WILL NEED:

Sugar or molasses

A paintbrush

Real fruit juice

A flashlight

Spoiled, mashed fruit

Insect Identification Card

A bowl and spoon

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Mix the sugar, juice and fruit in the bowl.

2. Late in the day paint the mixture on the trunk of one or two trees.

Question 1:
Name two types
of bugs you saw
at your moth ball.

3. Return to the painted trees later when it’s dark. Use your flashlight
to see who has flown in.
4. Go out again in about half an hour and see who else has come by.
5. You can look at the tree trunks again in the daylight to see what other types of insects have come
by to your moth ball.
6. Use your Insect Identification Card to see if you can identify some of the insects that have been
attracted to your “paint”. It may be tough as they will be flying and moving around but try your
best.
7.

It is best to look at the insects and not to touch them.

Question 2:
Where
		did you host
your moth ball? At
		
home, at the lake, on
a		
camping trip?
www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/

Never touch a moth’s wings. You could harm them. The wings of butterflies
and moths are covered with thousands of tiny scales. They can easily be
damaged or brushed off, preventing the moths or butterflies from flying.
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ACT I V I T Y 5

On the Right Track
Although Alberta has lots of animals, some are very hard to see. Some animals
are only active at night; others are very shy and stay hidden.
One way to know if animals have been around is to
look for their tracks (footprints). By looking at these
tracks, we can tell which animal has visited and often
what it was doing (running, walking, stalking).
We have included a Track Identification Card to
help you identify any tracks you may see while out
on nature walks. See if you can tell which direction
the animal was walking or how many feet it has.
Sometimes it can be hard to find tracks in your
neighbourhood or community. The following is
a fun activity to create your own tracks, when
real ones are hard to find.

Photo: Arianne Cope

To find tracks, go for a
walk in your neighbourhood
especially following a snowfall
or when the ground is moist.

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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ACT I V I T Y 5

on the right track
YOU WILL NEED:

An old pair of flip flop sandals
Coloured craft foam
Scissors

Hot glue (you will need an
adult to assist you with this)
Track Identification Card

A Sharpie marker

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Take out your Track Identification Card and find a set of tracks that you like. Take a minute to read
about the animal those tracks belong to so if someone asks you what tracks you are making, you
will know.

2. Once you have chosen a set of tracks, draw out one animal foot track on your foam. Cut it out and
glue it to the bottom of the proper (right or left) flip flop.
3. Do the same with the other animal foot, glue it to the bottom of the other flip flop.
4. Make sure your tracks are on the right foot so that when you are walking, it will make the proper
animal track.
5. Some animals have four feet but because you only have two, you will only be able to make two
tracks instead of four. (Unless you have another pair of flip flops you can use that you could wear
on your hands to make all four tracks).
6. Let the glue on your new tracks dry and then put them on and take them for a walk in a damp area.
Have fun making animal tracks wherever you go!

Question 1: Which
animal tracks did you
already know before
starting the activity?
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Question 2: Which
animal track did you
choose to create on
your flip flops?
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ACT I V I T Y 6

Friendly Cleaners
Many of the cleaners we use in our homes can be harmful to the environment and
to living things. Chemicals can end up in our oceans, lakes and waterways and even
in our soil which makes the earth unhealthy. A great way to help is to make natural
cleaners. You can even take it a step further by telling your friends and family all
about the natural cleaners you use and encourage them to do the same.

window cleaner
YOU WILL NEED:

¼ cup white distilled vinegar
½ tbsp. of vegetable oil soap

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Combine all the ingredients in a squirt bottle.

2. Shake to blend.
3. Spray on windows and wipe clean using a clean cotton cloth.

tile cleaner
YOU WILL NEED:

½ cup of baking soda

15 drops of tea tree oil

Vegetable oil based soap

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Mix together baking soda and enough soap to make a frosting-like consistency.

2. Add tea tree oil.
3. Scoop the creamy mixture onto a sponge, wash the surface and rinse.
www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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ACT I V I T Y 7

Water Use and You
Water is a very important resource that we often take for granted. We are very
lucky to be able to turn on the tap and have clean, clear, drinkable water come out.
This is something to remember every day and we need to do our best to conserve it
as much as we can. No wasting!
A typical home uses water in these proportions:

Here’s how you can reduce the amount of water you use:

•

Kitchen and cleaning 14%

1.

•

Bath and shower 34%

•

Toilet 29%

2. Never flush waste down the toilet if it could be
composted or go in the garbage.

•

Laundry 19%

•

Other 4%

Turn the water off while brushing your teeth.

3. Wash only full loads in the dishwasher and washing
machine.

There are many ways
to save on the amount
of water you use in
your home. Keep
reading to learn how.

4. Keep drinking water in the refrigerator instead of
running the tap for cold water.
5. Wash fruit and vegetables in a bowl or half-filled sink
instead of under running water.
6. Don’t run the water the entire time you wash dishes.
7. Collect rainwater and use it to water garden plants.
8. Water your garden in early morning or evening – not
when the sun is hot or on windy days.
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ACT I V I T Y 7

water use and you part 1
YOU WILL NEED:

A pencil
Water use calculator

INSTRUCTIONS:
Use this water use calculator below to record the water you use in a day to determine how big your water
footprint is in the bathroom:

How many times per day do you brush your teeth?		

x

=

If you turn WATER OFF while brushing, write 1 litre here

(a)

If you leave WATER RUNNING while brushing, write 15 litres here

How many minutes per day do you spend in the shower?

x

=

(b)

If you have a LOW FLOW SHOWERHEAD, write 9 litres here
If you have a STANDARD SHOWERHEAD, write 18 litres here

How many times per day do you flush the toilet?

x

=

(c)

If you have a LOW FLUSH TOILET, write 13 litres here
If you have a STANDARD TOILET, write 18 litres here

How many times per day do you flush the toilet to get rid of garbage?
								

x

=

If you have a LOW FLUSH TOILET, write 13 litres here

(d)

If you have a STANDARD TOILET, write 18 litres here

Total water used per day:

(a)

+

(b)

+

(c)

+

(d)

=

total

If your total is 250 litres, then you are using about as much water as it takes
to fill a bathtub. How can you reduce the amount of water you use?

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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water use and you part 2

ACT I V I T Y 7

Another way to help conserve water is to check your house for water leaks. Many leaks can be repaired
by homeowners. Your parents can get advice at a hardware store about how to repair most leaks. The
repair will save them money on their water bill.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Your water meter can help you determine if your house has a water leak.
a.

Be sure all taps, toilets, dishwashers and washing machines will not be used for a period of two
hours. Just before you are going shopping would be a good time to do this activity.

b. Read your water meter: _________________ (b)
c.

Read the meter again after two or more hours: _______________ (c)

d. Subtract (b-c): ______________
e.

If the answer in “d” is not zero, there is a leak somewhere in the house.

A toilet that continues to run after flushing can waste up to 200,000 litres of
water in a single year. It is estimated that 40% of all toilets leak. To check if your
toilet leaks, do the following:
a.

Lift the lid on the toilet water tank.

b. Add several drops of food colouring to the water in the tank.
c.

Wait 30 minutes.

d. See if any of the colour shows up in the toilet bowl. If it does, there is a leak.

Check all the taps and faucets inside and outside of your home for leaks.

Question 1:
In total, how
many litres of
water does your
household use?
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Question 2:
Do you have
any water leaks
in your house?
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Hi!

I’m Rene the Ram!
NATURE HEROES ACTIVITIES
My name is Rene the Ram and I am here to help guide you through
the Nature Heroes activities. Follow me and my friends as you work through all
of these fun and interesting activities.

LEARN ABOUT RENE THE RAM
Rene the Ram is a Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep. In
Alberta, the bighorn sheep is our provincial mammal.
Bighorn sheep are found in the Rocky Mountains along
the west of our province. You can often see many of
these animals like Rene when you drive through the
mountains. Or you may even hear the noises of the
rams (male sheep) clanging their horns together, which
can sound like falling rocks.
Bighorn sheep rams use their horns to battle other
males for the attention of female sheep (ewes). These
battles can sometimes last up to 24 hours! They can
form herds (groups of sheep) of up to 100 individuals.
Bighorn sheep are light brown to dark brown in colour
with a white bum and a white nose. The males, like
Rene, have large curved horns that can weigh up to 30
pounds which is more than the weight of all the bones
of a bighorn combined. Ewes, also have horns but they
are much smaller.
Bighorn sheep are expert climbers because they have
split hooves. This allows them to be able to live on
steep mountain sides which helps them stay away
from predators that might eat them. Babies are born
up on ledges to help protect them from cougars and
wolves that like to eat them.

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/

Bighorn sheep are the biggest sheep in North America
weighing up to 300 pounds (https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Bighorn_sheep, http://www.defenders.org/
bighorn-sheep/basic-facts).
Bighorn sheep live in habitats like the Rocky Mountains
where many people like to visit. Because they live in
such beautiful areas, this can have an effect on how
many sheep there are in the mountains. The more
people come to see the mountains and the Bighorn
sheep, the more this disturbs the areas where they live.
Many of the Rocky Mountain areas in Alberta have
been turned into parks which helps these places stay
protected from having too many homes and buildings
built there. This helps to preserve the habitat that the
bighorn sheep need to survive.
Remember when you are visiting the Rocky Mountains,
do not get too close to the wildlife because this can be
dangerous. To learn more about these parks and Rene
the Ram’s family, visit the websites below:
• http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wld/documents/bighorn.
pdf
• http://raysweb.net/specialplaces/pages/mountain.
html
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ACT I V I T Y 8

Leaf Rubbings
Plants are the basis for all life on Earth. One way or another everything depends
on plants. Leaves are like miniature factories. They make the starch and sugar
that the plant needs for life. Some animals eat these leaves and are then eaten by
other animals. This is part of what is called the food chain.
Leaves on different plants vary and come in all
shapes and sizes. The difference can be very obvious
or extremely subtle. In this activity we will look at
simple and compound leaves. This photo shows
you the difference between the two types of leaves.
Remember – never eat any parts of any plants unless
you know it is absolutely safe to do so!

Please never pick
plants, plant parts
or collect anything
from National
Parks or other
protected areas.
This may include
campgrounds in
Alberta.
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Simple Leaf (left)

Compound Leaf (right)
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ACT I V I T Y 8

leaf rubbings
YOU WILL NEED:

Simple leaves and compound
leaves
Paper bag
Wax crayons of different colours

Scissors
Glue
White paper
Cardboard or thick paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

To start this activity off, go on a nature walk where there are different
types of plants. Look for leaves that are simple and compound.

2. Pick a few of them and put them in a paper bag.
3. Bring them home and sort them. Put the simple leaves in one pile and the

Question 1: How
many simple leaves
and how many
compound leaves
did you collect?

compound leaves in another. Notice the differences between the two.
4. Now take a piece of the cardboard or thick paper you have and fold it in half to make a greeting card.
5. In order to do this activity, you will need to peel off the paper from your wax crayons so you should
find the broken ones you have in your pencil box unless you don’t mind taking the paper off newer
crayons.
6. Take a sheet of white paper and fold it in half. Take your scissors and cut the white paper along
the fold line. Now take one half of that paper and place your favourite leaf underneath it with the
bumpier veins pointing up.
7.

Find your favourite wax crayon colour that you have now peeled, hold it so that you are using the
length of the crayon and start rubbing the white piece of paper with the leaf underneath it. You
should start to see the picture of a leaf appear on your white paper.

8. Once you have rubbed the entire leaf you should see a full leaf on your white paper. Glue this
white piece of paper with the leaf rubbing onto the front of your folded cardboard or thick paper.
9. You now have a homemade greeting card with a beautiful leaf rubbing on the front.
This activity is adapted from http://mamapapabubba.com/2014/09/29/

Question 2: Which
type of leaf did you
use to make your leaf
rubbing? What colours
did you use?
www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/

leaf-rubbing-collages/#_a-5y_p=2704684
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ACT I V I T Y 9

How Plants Eat
A leaf has veins that run from the stem to the tip. You can see these veins
on the underside of the leaf. The veins of a leaf carry a watery liquid called
sap. The veins of a leaf also give it both strength and structure. You can use
a magnifying glass to see the veins on the leaves. If you did the leaf rubbing
activity, you can use a magnifying glass to see the veins on your simple and
compound leaves.
YOU WILL NEED:

A magnifying glass

Water

Celery stalk or Napa cabbage
(the largest you can find, with
leaves on it)

Two tall, clear water glasses
Two colours of food colouring
A notebook

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Use your magnifying glass and look closely at the celery stalk or Napa cabbage. You should see
veins going up and down the celery stalk or Napa cabbage and its leaves. This is how it transports
water up the stalk to the leaves and how the leaves transport food down to the roots.

2. Take the celery stalk or Napa cabbage and split it in half.
3. Put about two inches of water into each glass.
4. Add a few drops of one colour of food colouring into one
glass and a few drops of the other colour
of food colouring into the other glass.

Question 1: What
happened to the
leaves after you left
them in the liquid
for eight hours?

5. Put one half of the celery stalk or Napa cabbage into
one glass, and the other half into the other glass.
6. Wait about eight hours to see what happens.
Write your observations down in your notebook.
Activity adapted from https://www.flickr.com/photos/mslaura/4023084459
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Question 2:
What do the
veins in the leaf
do for the leaf?
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ACTIVITY 10

Reusing Plastic Bottles
Recycling and reusing are great ways to help the planet. Instead of going
out and buying something brand new, you can take something that has
already been made and used once and turn it into something else that can be
useful. This means that new resources are not used to make a new product
unnecessarily.
It is important to recycle and reuse because many
of the resources we use on the planet to make our
everyday things such as pop bottles, toothbrushes,
hair brushes, glass and plastic containers, and many
more things are not going to be on the earth forever
and we may run out someday.

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/

Choose to make any one or all three of the following
activities and start reusing those empty plastic bottles.
1.

Water bottle sprinkler

2.

Piggy bank

3.

Monster pencil holder

NATURE HEROES
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ACTIVITY 10

water bottle sprinkler
YOU WILL NEED:

An empty, clean pop bottle

Garden hose

Duct tape or electrical tape

Push pin

INSTRUCTIONS:
This activity is great for a hot summer day.
1.

Find an empty pop bottle.

2. Take off the label.
3. Use a push pin to poke holes in the bottle as many and wherever you would like.
4. Take your hose and if you have an end to your hose that fits pop bottles than great. If not, just tape
the end of your hose to the pop bottle.
5. Turn the water on and enjoy your new, recycled sprinkler!
Activity adapted from http://lifehacker.com/make-a-simple-garden-sprinkler-from-a-plastic-bottle-1625290548

piggy bank
YOU WILL NEED:

An empty, clean pop bottle

Glue

Paint, permanent marker,
construction paper or something
to cover the bottle

Scissors

A button

Pipe cleaner
2 toilet paper rolls

INSTRUCTIONS: You can decorate your pop bottle piggy bank anyway you want. Get creative! These
instructions are for a classic pink pig piggy bank.
1.

Cover the pop bottle with pink paint, permanent marker or pink construction paper. If you use
construction paper, just glue the construction paper around the middle of the bottle.

2. Cut out two triangles of pink construction paper for the pig ears and glue them to the pop bottle.
3. Glue the pink button to the cap of the pop bottle.
4. Draw some eyes with a black permanent marker.
5. Twist a pink pipe cleaner to make it look like a tail. Glue that to the back of the pig.
6. Cut one of the toilet paper rolls in half at an angle. Colour, paint or cover it with construction paper. Glue
the two halves to the bottom of the bottle to make the front legs. Do the same with the second toilet
paper roll to make the back legs.
7. Cut a slit in the top of your piggy bank so you can put your money into it.
Activity adapted from https://canadianfamily.ca/activities/crafts/easy-earth-day-craft-pop-bottle-piggy-bank/
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monster pencil holder
YOU WILL NEED:

ACTIVITY 10

A thin or narrow shampoo bottle

Black marker

Scissors

Utility knife

Double-sided sticky

Black and white paper

Glue

INSTRUCTIONS:
You may need an adult to help you with the cutting on this activity.
1.

Have an adult use the utility knife to cut ¼ of the shampoo bottle off at the top but not in a straight
line, more in a curved line.

2. Take the top part of the shampoo bottle and draw two arms for your monster on that part of the
bottle. Use your scissors to cut out the arms.
3. Glue the arms onto the back of the bottom half of the shampoo bottle.
4. Cut out two eyes from the white paper that you have. Make one eye bigger than the other. Glue
those white circles onto the front of the bottle.
5. Cut out two black circles, a lot smaller than the white ones, to make the pupils for the monsters
eyes.
6. Take the black paper and draw a big wide open mouth. Cut that out and glue it on the front of the
bottle.
7. Cut out four small triangles from the white paper and glue them into the mouth as the teeth of the
monster, two on the top of the mouth and two on the bottom.
8. Cut a square of the double sided sticky tape and put it on the back of the
monster. Find a spot in your room where you would like to stick your monster.
9. Fill your monster with pencils or crayons.
There are many different ways to make your monster. Feel free to be creative and make many
monsters for all your pencil holding needs!
This activity is adapted from http://notedlist.com/plastic-bottle-recycling-projects/

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/

Question:
Can you find other
uses for empty
plastic bottles?
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Nature Notes
Use these pages to record more of what you see and learn about as you
take time to investigate and experience nature on your own. Jot down things
like the colour of leaves in a particular season, the number of birds you see
on a given day, how many insects you come across when you’re playing in the
park, and more things like that. Create your very own nature diary to help you
remember the fun you’ve had with and what you learned about nature.
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Activity Tracking Sheet
Use this page to record and track all of the Nature Heroes activities you
complete. Use one activity tracking sheet for each child who
is participating in the activities.
Once you have completed at least eight (8) activities (we encourage you to do all 10) fill out this form, then send
it to Nature Kids Program Coordinator who will send you your Nature Hero certificate. We would also love to see
a photograph of each of the activities you have completed.
The completed form and a photograph of each activity can be emailed to naturekids@naturealberta.ca.

PARTICIPANT’S NAME:
ADULT OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE:

ACTIVITY

DATE COMPLETED

PHOTO INCLUDED? (YES OR NO)

1 Bird Feeder (#1 or #2)
2 Observe Your Bird Feeder
3 Bug Hunt
4 Host a Moth Ball
5 On the Right Track
6 Friendly Cleaners
7 Water Use and You
(part 1 and part 2)
8 Leaf Rubbings
9 How Plants Eat
10 Reusing Plastic Bottles
(sprinkler or piggy bank
or monster pencil holder)

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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Bird Identification Card
Swallow

Red-winged
Blackbird

Blue jay

Goose

Loon

Sparrow

Crow

Rock Pigeon

Goldfinch

Shorebird

Gull

Nuthatch

Robin

Franklin’s Gull

Downy Woodpecker

Bluebird

Owl

Magpie

Duck

Hawk

Redpoll

Pine Siskin

Chickadee

Wren

Photos courtesy of Judy Boyd, Bertha Ford and Bill Heinsen
www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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Insect Identification Card
Bugs

Butterflies

Grasshopper

Flies

Ant

Moths

Wasp

Mosquitos

Bee

Dragonflies
and damselflies
Caddisflies 		
(adults found 		
only out of water)

Beetles

Larvae found
only in water

www.naturealberta.ca/nature-kids/
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Track Identification Card
Beaver
(5 cm)

Cat
(2.5 cm)

Deer
(9 cm)

Rabbit
(2.5 cm)

Moose
(18 cm)

Dog
(varies)

Squirrel
(about 7cm between)

Shorebird
(varies)

Goose
(about 7.5cm)
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